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 SOLVING NONLINEAR DYNAMIC STOCHASTIC MODELS: AN ALGORITHM 
COMPUTING VALUE FUNCTION BY SIMULATIONS 
 
 









This paper presents an algorithm for solving nonlinear dynamic stochastic models that 
computes value function by simulations. We argue that the proposed algorithm can be a 
useful alternative to the existing methods in some applications. 
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 .		 		/ ;"3'B  *Table 1. Computational time for the one- and two-sector neoclassical models.
T=1000 T=5000 T=10000
σ 0=0.005 σ 0=0.05 σ 0=0.005 σ 0=0.05 σ 0=0.005 σ 0=0.05
One-sector model,
time, sec
124 61 383 304 760 653
Two-sector model,
time, sec
351 186 1581 977 2025 1704